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1.

Executive summary

What
This deliverable, corresponding to Task 3.5 in INSEC project, exposes all the compromising specifications for
the development of the innovation Management Model and Cooperation Strategy gathered throughout
previous analysis assessment and research undertaken in all the other deliverables of work package 3. Moreover,
this document includes a list of innovation idea generation tools or platforms (i.e. crowd /open innovation
ones) as well as collaboration tools which are been frequently used within the different European countries.

Why

The ultimate purpose of Task 3.5 is to define and delimit a collection of design specifications that will be used
later in INSEC project for developing an Innovation Management Model [Task 3.6] and a Cooperation
Strategy [Task 3.7] in such a way that both will be tailored to meet the specific needs and requirements of
security related organisations. In other words, the collection of design specification exposed in this document
represents the basic input employed to define the Innovation Management Model and the Cooperation Strategy of
the INSEC project.

How
This endeavor has been systematically undertaken by defining two conceptual models for analysis. One of them
results of the combination of COTIM methodology (Citizen/Cash Oriented Total Innovation Management © –
Everis 2009) and «The Triple Helix» (Etzkowitz & Leydesdorff – 1966); this model outlines 13 areas of interest
arranged into two spheres of analysis:  the first concerned with the internal perspective within any organisation,
public or private (processes, management, corporate culture, etc.), and  the second interested in the surrounding
environment (external players, clients, etc.). The other one is an INSEC proposition for managing a cooperation
strategy in an innovative context taking into account a Security Sector environment. They match respectively with
the internal Innovation Management Model [Task 3.6] and the external Cooperation Strategy [Task 3.7]. Design
specifications compiled in this document have been individually studied and comparatively examined through a
consolidation exercise.

«Innovation is producing something new, whether that is a
service, a product or the development of a new market»
Martin Schuurmans, former Chairman of the EIT Governing Board
at the Lisbon Council’s 2010 Innovation Summit
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2.

Description of the deliverable content and purpose

This deliverable corresponds to Task 3.5 in INSEC Project. The
purpose of this task is to consolidate a collection of design
specifications that will be used afterwards for developing an
Innovation Management Model [Task 3.6] and a Cooperation
Strategy [Task 3.7] in such a way that both of them will be shaped
to meet the specific needs and features of security related
organisations. These design specifications come from Work
Package #3 other analysis tasks which provide complementary
insights from different perspectives [Task 3.1 – Report on IPR
issues; Task 3.2 – Preliminary segment analysis; Task 3.3 – Enduser innovation management assessment & SME clusters
requirements identification; and Task 3.4 – Creativity sessions.

[Chapter 3] The final collection of design specifications provides a wide point of view of the requirements that
should be considered to define the models: internal or external end-users‟ weak points in managing innovations,
SME requirements to efficiently work with/for security organisations, regulatory specifications, creativity sessions
to generate new innovation ideas and innovation and collaboration tools are reflected  context
[Chapter 4] This document also describes the methodological architecture that was created for this task for
defining the final collection of design specifications  approach
[Chapter 5] Design specifications of the previous analysis are presented here. The design specifications collected
are grouped in 13 distinct areas of interest (according to the defined model)  analysis of the results
[Chapter 6] Conclusions inferred from design specifications are presented here; they are organised and presented
as headlines, keeping traceability with the areas and modules of the models that will feed in the following tasks 
conclusion: preparation of a blueprint
[Chapter 7] This sections specifies the information related to this deliverable which can be published on the
project‟s website or on all the other dissemination tools in the context of INSEC project  publishable
information
[Chapter 8] Additional appendices to the document  annexes
Note that search of best practices in innovation, as presented in the DoW, in other industries other than security
has been performed in the context of WP5, globally concerned with this matter, where a common methodology
and shared approach have been used. The two selected fields were: Energy and Sustainability, and Aerospace
and Defence.

Design specifications for the later definition of an

Innovation Management Model & Cooperation Strategy
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3.

Context

During the proposal preparation four different segments of end-users were identified conveniently representing
the security sector. INSEC Consortium does include security organisations as full right members proportionally
covering all four segments (more detail of these segments in delivery 3.2 - Segment Innovation Ecosystem
Report):





Rescue (emergency) Services
Police and National Security Office
Academies of Security Sciences
National Security Infrastructure

One of the INSEC project‟s main goals is to enhance the collaboration and the exchange of technology between
technology providers (innovation technology partners) and security organisations. From the supply side
perspective of the Security Sector, SMEs that provide products and services, especially technological are
considered (more detail of SMEs considered in delivery 3.3. - End-user innovation management assessment):

In the context of the project, internal or external end-users‟ weak points in managing innovations have been
identified as design specifications, as well as SME requirements to efficiently work with/for security organisations
in order to facilitate the innovation process.
In addition to these design specifications, other elements such as regulatory specifications, creativity sessions
to generate new innovation ideas and innovation tools will be considered for the developing an Innovation
Management Model [Task 3.6] and a Cooperation Strategy [Task 3.7].

Elements that help define the Innovation Management Model and Cooperation Strategy
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The other elements - design specifications of deliverables 3.1, 3.4 and 3.5 - have a particular nature:





In deliverable 3.1, design specifications related with legal and ethical issues can be found, therefore,
design specifications listed here are focused on compliance requirements
The results of three creativity sessions [Section 8.1] – carried out by KAOS with internal INSEC endusers: MAI, EASS, CoS and ORFK – have been considered under the figure of design specifications. The
structure of each creativity session is divided in two parts:
o The first part – theoretical where the terms of innovation where explained, as well as creativity
and creativity techniques, giving multiple examples to better illustrate the discussion.
o The second part – exercises on already identified themes, but also on other themes that were
developed during the session
The methodological techniques that are used mean to “open the mind” of the participants, helping
them to “think out of the box”. These techniques include: nine cross exercise, exercise square figures
divergence / convergence, ants Prigogine's experiment and the steps that should be considered when
organizing a brainstorming session: Interview Martian reformulation, Brainstorming, Brainwriting, Analogy,
Empathy and Best Selection of ideas. A round table exercise in the end of the discussion gives the
participants the opportunity to answer the key questions of the session and patterns - not actual remarks are identified. Therefore, design specifications of this deliverable add a creative point of view
In the annex of this deliverable (3.5), two types of tools [Section 8.2] are collected:
o Innovation tools: tools available in the market that have been specifically designed to support
different aspects of the internal or external innovation process such as idea generation, ideas
screening or innovation management
o Collaborative tools: according to the “Open Innovation Paradigm” (as defined by Henry
Chesbrough, a professor and executive director at the Center for Open Innovation at the
University of California, Berkeley) innovation is based on “collective intelligence” so the previous
scope (internal innovation tools) must be extended to include those tools that may increase
cooperation within any organisation by enabling employees internally share ideas, concerns,
knowledge, documentation, methodologies, experiences etc., i.e., any mechanisms that will
empower employees helping them build flat and collaborative knowledge networks (opposite to
hierarchical structures) letting them go beyond “what I MUST do” (predictable and constrained)
towards “what I CAN do” (unlimited)
These tools can be used as design specifications in the way of good practices

Thus, different design specifications to be taken into account in this document are schematically reflected as
follows:

IMM: Innovation Management Model
CS: Cooperation Strategy Model
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4.

Approach

This section presents the conceptual and methodological architecture defined for characterizing the analysis. It is
based in two accepted models: (1) COTIM (providing an «internal» perspective) and (2) The Triple Helix
(providing an «external» one) (more detail of these models in delivery 3.2 - Segment Innovation Ecosystem
Report).

Citizen Oriented Total Innovation Management ©

The Triple Helix

by everis and COTEC

published by Etzkowitz & Leydesdorff in 1966

The two preceding models have been merged in a framework used as a reference for analysis of the Innovation
Management Model; this framework (represented in the diagram below) will also be applied in other tasks of Work
Package #3 (more detail of this framework in delivery 3.2 - Segment Innovation Ecosystem Report).

 Internal innovation management

 External innovation ecosystem
These areas of interest have been explored and analysed from an innovation perspective. Design specifications of
deliverables 3.2, 3.3 (end-users specifications) and 3.4 have been classified in the 13 areas proposed in this
framework.
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Design specifications of deliverables 3.1, 3.3 (SME technology providers‟ specifications) and 3.5 (tools) have been
collected in the 6 modules of the framework used as a reference for analysis of the Cooperation Strategy proposed
below (more detail of this model in delivery 3.3 - Assessment results analytic report):

.

 INSEC platform

 INSEC participants
In this report, design specifications coming from all Work Package 3 deliverables until now have been
consolidated. Similarities have been aggregated in a single specification to avoid duplication of information. This
concept can be better understood with the example of the consolidation of the area “Corporate Strategy”
specifications, represented in the following picture:

Consequently, D.3.5 will propose a unified, comprehensive list of specifications – understood as needs –, in
security organisations, some will represented internal innovation management needs (intended to be covered by
the future Innovation Management Model), others to cooperation needs, from an internal perspective (also
answered by the IMM) and a third set related to cooperation needs, from an external perspective, that will be an
input, as recommendations, for the future INSEC Platform. This idea will be further developed during T3.6 and
T3.7.
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5.

Analysis of the results

The result of the study is presented in this section distinguishing two blocks:



First block lists all the design specifications collected for the Innovation Management Model (T.3.6)
Second block lists all the design specifications collected for the Cooperation Strategy (T3.7)

Each design specification has been analysed in the fields as shown in the following template:
Area / Module of
analysis

Number of deliverable
Design Specification
Number of design specification
within the original deliverable

The following paragraph introduces a description of each field:
o
o
o
o
o

Design Specification: description of the specification
Code: short code which allows traceability between design specifications of different deliverables. Due to
consolidation, some design specifications could be merged, being slightly modified from the originals
Valuation: subjective perception of the importance of the design specification
Simplicity of implementation: viability of implementation in the short term
Economic – low cost: the higher this field is; the implementation of the design specification is more cost
effective. On the other hand, the lower this field is; the implementation is more expensive

Scores given to Valuation, Simplicity of implementation and Economic – low cost variables are validated by the
everis innovation team of experts and consolidated with the opinion of INSEC project consultant partners. They
are intended to serve as guidelines when defining the Innovation Management and Cooperation Strategy Models
(Task 3.6 and 3.7). They will be used for the road-mapping functionality of the actions and elements of the models,
in order to prioritise the coverage of design specifications.
In some cases, some design specifications are remarked with this symbol: . It means that a concrete design
specification of one model affects indirectly to the other model.
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Innovation Management Model Design Specifications
CORPORATE CULTURE
Corporate Culture
Code

Design Specifications

Valuation (1-5)

Simplicity in
Economic –
implementation
low cost (1-3)
(1-3)

To strengthen an individual, distinctive proinnovation
culture
(risk
acceptance,
D.3.2.D.S.1.01
meritocracy, disruptive thinking, proactivity,
creativity, etc.)
To
increase
D.3.2.D.S.1.02 recognition of
organisation

acknowledgment
and
innovation within the

To broaden the understanding of innovation
and the mechanism to support employees
to innovate or communicate new ideas
D.3.2.D.S.1.03
toward areas beyond ITC and services
(people management, internal organisation,
external collaboration, financing, etc.)
To define mechanism for allowing time to
D.3.2.D.S.1.04 employees for improving their everyday
activity
D.3.2.D.S.1.05

To lessen «bureaucracy», i.e. simplifying
internal procedures for innovation

D.3.3.D.S.1.01

To spread out the use of an innovation
policy as a corporate commitment

CORPORATE STRATEGY
Corporate Strategy
Code

Design Specifications

Valuation (1-5)

D.3.2.D.S.2.01

To involve the organisation's board in
strategic innovation decisions

D.3.2.D.S.2.03

To develop a strategy for systematic,
proactive trends watching

Simplicity in
Economic –
implementation
low cost (1-3)
(1-3)

To introduce and to analyze the new
possibilities emerging from the «outD.3.2.D.S.2.04 novation» paradigm (innovation coming
from the exterior) and in the relational
area
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D.3.3.D.S.2.01

To extend the use of an innovation
strategy, independently identifiable and
aligned with the overall organizational
strategy, and to analyse the convenience
of an «Innovation plan» for driving
innovation
(general
objectives
in
innovation, main actions, budget, etc.)

D.3.3.D.S.2.02

To develop suitable training programmes
on best methodologies for creating an
innovation strategy in a security context

MANAGEMENT
Management
Code

Design Specifications

D3.2.D.S.3.01

To develop a managerial structure for
innovation according to necessities (may
it be a full-time CIO, part-time sponsors, a
self-appointed
innovation-managers
network)

D.3.2.D.S.3.02

To increase visibility of «champions» in
innovation within the organisation

D.3.2.D.S.3.03

D.3.3.D.S.3.01

D.3.3.D.S.3.02

Valuation (1-5)

Simplicity in
Economic –
implementation
low cost (1-3)
(1-3)

To foster pervasive innovation with
transversal initiatives, so that it will reach
ever increasing spaces within the
organisation
To constitute a specific area for managing
and developing innovation in order to
reinforce Innovation Management as an
explicit business function
To determine systems for allocating
innovation responsibilities according to
employee skills profiles and in alignment
with HR

PEOPLE & ORGANISATION
People & Organisation
Code

D3.2.D.S.3.04

D.3.2.D.S.2.05

D.3.3.D.S.3.03

Design Specifications

Valuation (1-5)

Simplicity in
Economic –
implementation
low cost (1-3)
(1-3)

To define and apply mechanisms for
measuring and analyzing results in
innovation
To define and apply mechanisms for
encouraging
innovation
among
employees and for recognizing and
rewarding it
To define methods to identify gaps in
innovation competences and programmes
to encourage innovation
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D.3.4.D.S.1.01

To improve the conditions from the
workplace (everyday equipment) in order
to increase motivation

D.3.4.D.S.1.02

To find shared working places/spaces to
foster collaboration

To stress the importance of considering
analogies with other organisations,
D.3.4.D.S.1.04
engaging in fruitful conversation, as a way
to promote "thinking out of the box"
To allow employees spare, dedicated
D.3.4.D.S.1.05 time to analyse their work as a way to
improve it



TECHNOLOGY / TOOLS
Technology / Tools
Code

Design Specifications

Valuation (1-5)

Simplicity in
implementation
(1-3)

Economic –
low cost (1-3)

To enhance the identification of technology
D.3.2.D.S.5.01 trends thorough a more systematic and
active approach in technology watch
To develop capabilities and to make tools
D.3.2.D.S.5.06 available for assessing, rating, comparing
and validating technologies and providers



To make available for suppliers (SMEs in
particular) the legal context impacting on
D.3.2.D.S.5.07 the selection process (public procurement,
data protection, security regulation, etc.)
including particular procedures
D.3.2.D.S.5.10

To facilitate access
cooperation partners

to

projects



and


D.3.2.D.S.5.11

To develop capabilities and to make tools
available for technology road mapping

To make available, in terms
D.3.3.D.S.4.01 infrastructure,
specific
spaces
supporting innovation

of
for

SERVICES
Services
Code

Design Specifications

Valuation (1-5)

Simplicity in
Economic –
implementation
low cost (1-3)
(1-3)

To develop an IPR strategy (intellectual
D.3.2.D.S.4.02 property rights) focused on cooperation
with SMEs as technology providers
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To promote the application of security «by
design» and privacy «by design»
D.3.2.D.S.4.04
concepts, particularly in collaborations
with SMEs
To explore setting up a peers‟ network for
sharing good practices, know-how and
D.3.2.D.S.4.07
lessons learnt among colleagues or even
with other disciplinary domains



To
foster
co-working,
following
methodologies, precise rules and timing,
D.3.4.D.S.2.01
as a way to get multiple insights on the
subject of study from various perspectives



KNOWLEDGE
Knowledge
Simplicity in
Valuation (1-5) implementation
(1-3)

Code

Design Specifications

D.3.2.D.S.4.01

To improve management skills within the
organisation
(project
management,
innovation
management,
financial
management, procurement, etc.)

D.3.2.D.S.4.05

D.3.3.D.S.5.01

Economic –
low cost (1-3)



To categorize different technological
domains mapping technologies and
competences
To
develop
a
management model

formal



knowledge


PROCESSES
Processes
Simplicity in
Valuation (1-5) implementation
(1-3)

Code

Design Specifications

D.3.2.D.S.4.03

To define a straightforward innovation
management process (idea generationidentification / screening / validation /
prototyping, etc.), systematizing the whole
innovation cycle

D.3.2.D.S.4.06

Economic –
low cost (1-3)



To facilitate access to security related
training resources


To set up methods for the identification of
flaws or improvement points in currently
D.3.4.D.S.3.02 running processes helping incrementally
upgrade and better them in a continual
virtuous cycle
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D.3.4.D.S.3.03

To
categorize
internal
processes
depending on their criticality in order to
establish a level of openness to external
agents to each process



FINANCING
Financing
Code

Simplicity in
Valuation (1-5) implementation
(1-3)

Design Specifications

Economic –
low cost (1-3)

To explore and develop private-based
financing vehicles complementary to
D.3.2.D.S.6.01
public funding, such as PPP (publicprivate partnership)
D.3.2.D.S.6.02

To
increase
the
participation
competition funded projects



in


To define means for economically
D.3.2.D.S.6.03 anticipating and assessing results of
innovations
To establish or, empower if they exit,
specialised teams in searching for
D.3.2.D.S.6.04
financing resources and in programmes
funding RDI
To help the organisation overcome internal
D.3.3.D.S.5.03 and external administrative barriers, as big
obstacles for financing innovation







COLLABORATION AND NETWORKING
Collaboration and Networking
Code

Simplicity in
Valuation (1-5) implementation
(1-3)

Design Specifications

Economic –
low cost (1-3)

To explore new paradigms of open
D.3.2.D.S.7.01 innovation fostering cooperation in the
highly fragmented security market



To reinforce and multiply bonds with the
innovation ecosystem (RDI centres;
D.3.2.D.S.7.06
innovation networks; technical transfers
offices) to maximize take-up of research



To strengthen bi-directional conversation
with society making improved use of social
D.3.2.D.S.7.07 media & web2.0 strategies, as a way to
incorporate a «human dimension» in
security organisations



To broaden the scope of cooperation,
usually regarded only as "acquisition of
D.3.3.D.S.6.02 technology", toward wider areas such as
technology scouting, participation in the
definition of procurement, etc.
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Cooperation Strategy Model Design Specifications
MARKET PLACE
Market Place
Code

Design Specifications

Valuation (1-5)

Simplicity in
Economic –
implementation
low cost (1-3)
(1-3)

To facilitate direct information from SMEs
as potential suppliers and from entities
D.3.2.D.S.5.05
specialized
in
monitoring
general
technological trends
To promote integration between supply
and demand structures through an active
D.3.2.D.S.7.02
engagement of security end-users and
industry in the innovation process
To support cooperation between SMES,
clustering their competences to maximize
synergies and cross-fertilization, helping
D.3.2.D.S.7.03
them reach critical mass and compete in
a highly concentrated market dominated
by large industry players
To promote the utilisation of innovation
D.3.5.D.S.1.01 tools for achieving crowd-sourced market
forecasting (internally and externally)

D.3.5.D.S.1.02









To create a customized platform‟s
architecture that allows to every
organization meets their particular needs



To make available innovation tools that
D.3.5.D.S.1.03 make it easier technology scouting and
managing internal innovation processes



RELATIONAL MODEL
Relational model
Code

Simplicity in
Valuation (1-5) implementation
(1-3)

Design Specifications

Economic –
low cost (1-3)

To define adequate interfaces to help enduser organisations communicate their
D.3.2.D.S.5.03 technological needs and requirements in a
homogenous and harmonized way to
foster a demand-driven security market
D.3.3.D.S.8.01

To foster collaboration in Technology
Watch activities

D.3.4.D.S.4.01

To make partnership more efficient by
improving
the
current
system
of
exchanging information (stakeholders help
to improve your work)
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D.3.5.D.S.2.02

To
engage
diverse
innovation
communities to help them solve their most
pressing problems



REGULATORY MODEL
Regulatory model
Code

Simplicity in
Valuation (1-5) implementation
(1-3)

Design Specifications

Economic –
low cost (1-3)

To help SMEs comply with public
D.3.1.D.S.1.01 procurement procedures in order to work
with Public Security organisations
To help SMEs access and observe
D.3.1.D.S.1.02 national legislations regarding Public
Security organisations
To help SMEs access and observe IPR
national legislation concerning the object
D.3.1.D.S.1.04
and the possible result of the collaboration
opportunities
To include systems that facilitate the
resolution of IPR conflicts in order to
D.3.1.D.S.1.05
guarantee the companies the position as
right holder
To ensure copyright protection. It is
D.3.1.D.S.1.06 guaranteed in the whole UE without
registration
To note that a patentable invention shall
be referred to a technology field, new,
D.3.1.D.S.1.12
inventive and susceptible of industrial
application
To consider data subject rights, including
D.3.1.D.S.1.15 following rights: access, rectification,
blocking, erasure and objet
To respect the European principles of
Human Dignity, Utility, Precaution and
D.3.1.D.S.2.01
Justice, Solidarity, Equality, Citizens
Rights and Sustainability
To avoid a Dual Use in research, if
D.3.1.D.S.2.03 impossible, it shall be dealt with a risk
management strategy
D.3.1.D.S.3.03



















To implement a Privacy & Security “by
Design” approach within organisations


To include the participation of SMEs in the
D.3.3.D.S.9.01 framing of the procurement processes can
extend collaborations



INCENTIVE MODEL
Incentive model
Code

Design Specification

Simplicity in
Valuation (1-5) implementation
(1-3)

Economic –
low cost (1-3)
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To expand the configurations of possible
collaborations.
Nowadays,
SME
D.3.3.D.S.10.01 technology providers and Security Sector
end-users mostly collaborate through
service contracts
To explore the possibility of launching
challenges (internally or externally)
D.3.5.D.S.3.01
accompanied by encouraging policies as
rewards for solvers
To foster the match between personal
interests and skills and organisations‟
needs, as way to “get the best people on
D.3.5.D.S.3.02 the right tasks” which leads to better
overall results; and, additionally, to
provide collaborative tools for co-workers
in an easier and flexible way







COORDINATION MODEL
Coordination model
Simplicity in
Valuation (1-5) implementation
(1-3)

Code

Design Specifications

D.3.1.D.S.1.17

To foster subcontracting as model of
collaboration for SMEs in the framework
of Public Procurement Procedures

D.3.2.D.S.5.02

Economic –
low cost (1-3)



To grant access to database containing
technology providers/knowledge (plus
searching engine) for easing the finding
of relevant technologies and providers



To make available for suppliers (SMEs in
particular)
interoperability
and
D.3.2.D.S.5.08
standardization requirements demanded
by end-users
To define project management processes
and
information
flows
between
D.3.3.D.S.11.01 technology providers and Security Sector
end-users, a collaborative tool can help
in this case
Processes of internal–or external–
innovation can be done in an easier and
D.3.5.D.S.4.02
more democratic way through an
innovation tool
To deploy a corporate social network,
there is a single place for users to read
D.3.5.D.S.4.03
and track conversations, to share ideas
and to participate in private discussions
To use collaborative tools as help for
measuring the innovation attitude of
D.3.5.D.S.4.04
employees and to establish rewarding
mechanisms for promoters of innovation
Free-of-charge but access-restricted
platform and market place, for gathering
D.3.5.D.S.4.05 a relevant volume of participants while
making sure they are relevant players in
the security industry
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INSEC ECOSYSTEM
INSEC Ecosystem
Code

D.3.2.D.S.5.04

D.3.2.D.S.5.05

D.3.2.D.S.7.04

Simplicity in
Valuation (1-5) implementation
(1-3)

Design Specifications

Economic –
low cost (1-3)

To explore setting up a network of
providers following one categorization
since the security is an extremely broad
domain requiring input from most industrial
sectors and expert disciplines
To facilitate direct information from SMEs
as potential suppliers and from entities
specialized
in
monitoring
general
technological trends





To explore initiating a thematic network of
experts in the security field


D.3.2.D.S.7.05

To strengthen collaboration with Industry
(technological parks; industrial platforms,
etc.) as way also to play an important role
in shaping the security market



To attract agents and collaborators, with
influence in areas of special interest:
D.3.3.D.S.12.01 information
security;
security
of
infrastructures and utilities; and security
systems integration
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6.

Conclusion: description of the models

All these specifications (49 and 44 respectively) are the input to develop a blueprint of the Innovation Management
Model (considering internal players, services, procedures, etc.,) and the Cooperation Strategy (considering
external players, innovation environment, etc.). In the next paragraphs, it will be summarised a description of each
area and module based on the design specifications announced in Chapter 5 of this report.

Innovation Management Model
Corporate Culture
The adoption of the Innovation Management Model involves an adoption of
pro-innovation culture between all the employees of the organisation (risk
acceptance, meritocracy, disruptive thinking, proactivity, creativity, etc.). This
will be achieved only if some actions are promoted:







To increase acknowledgment and recognition of innovation within
the organisation
To define mechanism for allowing time to employees for improving
their everyday activity
To broaden the understanding of innovation toward areas beyond
ITC and services (people management, internal organisation,
external collaboration, financing, etc.)
To lessen «bureaucracy», i.e. simplifying internal procedures for
innovation
To spread out the use of an innovation policy as a corporate
commitment

Corporate Strategy
Explicitly or implicitly, the organisation should use an innovation strategy
independently identifiable and aligned with the overall organizational strategy.
The organisation's board should be involved in strategic innovation decisions.
For the operation of the strategy, an innovation plan, renewable annually,
should be formulated. Some of the following issues are also recommendable
to be considered:





To develop a strategy for systematic, proactive trends watching
To analyse the new possibilities emerging from the «out-novation»
paradigm (innovation coming from the exterior) and in the relational
area
To train on best suitable methodologies for creating an innovation
strategy
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Management
Innovation management should be reinforced as an explicit business
function. It is necessary to develop a managerial structure for innovation
according to the organization specific needs (may it be a full-time CIO, parttime sponsors, a self-appointed innovation-managers network).
This structure is responsible for leading the innovation plan, promoting
pervasive innovation with transversal initiatives and increasing visibility of
«champions» in innovation within the organisation, so it reaches
progressively larger areas within the organization.
To this end, different actions have to be taken to all levels and by different
departments, a specific area could coordinate all this actions. It is important
to cooperate with all departments and find alignment with this purpose in
Human Resources (HR).

People & Organisation
In order to foster an innovative culture, HR has to define mechanisms for
measuring and analysing results in innovation and for encouraging innovation
among employees. To that end, recognizing and rewarding innovation is
essential
In addition to these mechanisms, it is important to define methods to identify
gaps in innovation competences. There are other measures that will help
increase the empowerment of the employees and innovation in a
complementary way:




Improving the conditions from the workplace (everyday equipment)
in order to increase motivation
Increasing of open places / spaces to collaborate better
Considering analogies with other organisations and try to think out of
the box

Technology / Tools
It is essential for the innovation management to count on the suitable support
systems and appropriate tools.
This support should be able to answer the following matters:






To enhance the identification of technology trends thorough a more
systematic and active approach in technology watch
To develop capabilities and to make tools available for assessing,
rating, comparing and validating new technologies and providers
To put in place specific procedures for dealing with SMEs fit to their
characteristics, facilitating the legal procedures fulfilment
To facilitate access to projects and cooperation partners
To develop capabilities and to make tools available for technology
road mapping

In terms of infrastructure, specific spaces for supporting innovation should be
fostered.
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Services
The problems related to development of services have to be seen from
different perspectives in order to insure what is the issue. Working in group
following rules like this methodology and its specific timing is helpful.
It is important to explore setting up a peers‟ network for sharing good
practices, know-how and lessons learnt among colleagues or even with other
disciplinary domains.
To establish these team works, it is necessary to promote the application of
security «by design» and privacy «by design» concepts, particularly in
collaborations with SMEs. In addition, it is necessary to develop an IPR
strategy (intellectual property rights) focused on cooperation with SMEs as
technology providers.

Knowledge
There are so many ways to find solutions to a problem, the key is to look at
the big picture before trying to solve something and then break it into smaller
pieces of knowledge to make it easier to solve.
The innovation management skills within the organisation (project
management, innovation management, financial management, procurement,
etc.) have to be included within the formation of the employees.
It is also important to categorize different technological domains mapping
technologies and competences.
To do all this, it is convenient to establish a formal knowledge management
model that can also be a key element to manage all the organisation‟s
processes.

Processes
A straightforward innovation management process (idea generationidentification / screening / validation / prototyping, etc.) able to systematize
the whole innovation cycle has to be established.
Other processes to define are:





To facilitate access to security related training innovation resources
Collaboration processes, problems and solutions can be found in
common and not only in one mind: - working as a team is better than
working alone
Distinction of levels of openness to external agents depending on the
criticality of the processes
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Financing
Financing has to be considered from an expert point of view. So, it is
essential to establish or, empower if they exit, specialised teams in searching
for financing resources and in programmes funding RDI. These teams can
work in three directions:




To define means for economically anticipating and assessing results
of innovations
To increase the participation in competition funded projects
To explore and develop private-based financing vehicles
complementary to public funding, such as PPP (public-private
partnership). In this sense, it is important to reduce administrative
barriers

Collaboration and Networking
Nowadays, paradigms of open innovation are fostering cooperation in the
highly fragmented security market. It has to be considered in three
dimensions:






To reinforce and multiply bonds with the innovation ecosystem (RDI
centres; innovation networks; technical transfers offices) to maximize
take-up of research
To strengthen bi-directional conversation with society, taking
advantage of a 2.0 strategy, as way to incorporate a «human
dimension» in security applications
To expand the lines of cooperation beyond acquisition of technology

Cooperation Strategy Model
Market Place
INSEC platform should be place where participants can interact and
exchange products, technologies, knowledge or simply perspectives. For this
reason, it is important to promote integration between supply and demand
structures through an active engagement of Security Sector end-users and
Industry in the innovation process. This promotion includes:






To facilitate direct information from SMEs as potential suppliers and
from entities specialized in monitoring general technological trends
To support cooperation between SMES, clustering their
competences to maximize synergies and cross-fertilization and
helping them reach critical mass
To design and configure a powerful, customized crowdsourcing
environment that meets an organization‟s unique needs
To make it easier technology scouting and managing innovation
processes
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Relational Model
For the correct operation of the platform, it is necessary to define adequate
interfaces to help end-user organisations communicate their technological
needs and requirements in a homogenous and harmonized way to foster a
demand-driven security market
When INSEC platform is operating, the current system of exchanging
information should be maximised (due to stakeholders help to improve your
own work) and it should enable organizations to rapidly engage diverse
innovation communities to help them solve their most pressing problems. If,
additionally, it creates a database of qualified SMEs, it could make some
functionalities of clustering (e.g. classification of providers by thematic), what
is desirable.
Besides, the model should allow access to security experts and information
about "actionable" business opportunities in the European Security Sector.

Regulatory Model
Public Procurement Procedures and IPR national legislation should be
observed concerning the object and the possible result of the collaboration
opportunities, considering in all cases that:







Patent protection is guaranteed by means of registration
Copyright protection is guaranteed in the whole UE without
registration
Reproduction; communication and making available to the public;
and distribution right are granted by copyright
Protection of software is granted by copyright
Users right to privacy shall be respected
IPR conflicts as part of contractual provisions should be considered
in order to guarantee the companies the position as right holder.

It is recommended to perform an implementation of an ethical approach
within the organisations. Privacy and Security “by Design” is also essential to
be considered due to nature of the sector.

Incentive Model
Nowadays, SME technology providers and Security Sector end-users mostly
collaborate through service contracts.
The platform could help get the best people on the right tasks and produce
better overall results by letting everyone contribute. If it considers
collaborative tools, it would be to assign tasks among co-workers.
Incentives and awarding to collaborators should be one of the most important
issues of the platform. Two kind of focus can be taken:



Retribution by challenge solve
Benefits for the contribution to the community
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Coordination Model
The INSEC project platform should be free-of-charge but access-restricted
platform. It is recommendable that it could help suppliers (SMEs in particular)
to meet interoperability and standardization requirements demanded by endusers. The platform may give the possibility to end-users, when registering, to
indicate if some specific standardization/interoperability constrains are
affecting them in terms of cooperation, and even letting them upload that
information so that SMEs can consult and observe it as a way to ease
cooperation
When the platform is implemented, innovation processes could be done in an
easier and more democratic way thanks to the tools of the platform. It could
work as a corporate social network, where there is a single place for users to
read and track conversations, to share ideas and to participate in private
discussions.
Innovation and collaborative tools of the platform would allow a greater
dissemination of information and best practices. It also can help measure the
innovation attitude of employees and to establish rewarding mechanisms for
promoters of innovation.
Furthermore, the platform could take into account extending the use of:





Subcontracting as model of collaboration for SMEs. In the framework
of Public Procurement Procedures, it is frequently too difficult for
them to achieve the compliance of requirements if they apply
individually
Social project management to conduct the different phases of the
innovation cycle
Filter process for newcomers based on a questionnaire. This
information could be aggregated to an hypothetic database of the
platform

INSEC Ecosystem
The INSEC project should consider the whole innovation ecosystem in the
Security Sector:








It should search an active engagement of Security Sector end-users
and industry in the innovation process
It should process direct information from SMEs as potential suppliers
and from entities specialized in monitoring general technological
trends
It could initiate a thematic network of experts in the security field
It should strengthen collaboration with Industry, Academy and
Society (technological parks; industrial platforms, etc.), from Security
Sector or other sectors
It could attract agents with influence in certain security issues as
collaborators
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7.

Publishable information

All information contained in this document, being a public deliverable, may be published on the INSEC
Project`s website or on other dissemination tools in the context of the project,
Excluding that included in the Annexes section as this is internal auxiliary content.
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8.

Annexes

8.1 Creativity sessions
Here are presented general design specifications derived from the creativity sessions:
#

IMM

Design Specification

CS

 Management, People & Organisation
D.S.1.01

Improving the conditions from the workplace (everyday equipment) in order to
increase motivation



D.S.1.02

Working in the same place/space to collaborate better



D.S.1.03

Different actions have to be taken to all levels and by different departments. It is
important to cooperate with the HR among others



D.S.1.04

The importance of thinking out of the box and the importance of considering
analogies with other organisations



D.S.1.05

Need for time to analyse my work to do it better





 Knowledge, services and processes
D.S.2.01

D.S.2.02

D.S.2.03

D.S.2.04

Problems and solutions can be found in common and not only in one mind: working as a team is better than working alone (collaboration helps to find ideas).
Levels on what we can act to be more innovative: 1. Our unused potential is
cooperation between different colleges; 2. Use all the technologies (staff that can
use them); and 3. Make creativity sessions in all the colleges
There are so many ways to find solutions to a problem, the key is to look at the
big picture before trying to solve something and then break it into smaller pieces
of knowledge to make it easier to solve
Need to view the problem from different perspectives in order to insure it is the
issue. Working in group following rules like this methodology and its specific
timing is helpful











 Relational model
D.S.3.01

Partnership could be more efficient by improving the current system of
exchanging information (stakeholders help to improve your work)



 Innovation Management Model
Cooperation Strategy
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8.2 Innovation and Collaboration Tools
In this section a brief description of innovation idea generation tools or platforms which are been frequently used within the different European countries
can be consulted. In addition, collaboration tools which offer an optimisation of “multiplayers” work are presented.
It is important to take under consideration that while “innovation tools” tend to be expensive and hard-to introduce (usually requiring long change management
efforts) and limited to the innovation management process only, collaboration tools are generally more easily accepted, potentially affecting the organisations‟
way of work and pervasively achieving a lasting effect in terms of behaviour in the direction of a more “open and collaborative” corporate culture, which is, in
the end, a condition and starting point for innovation.

1.

Innovation Tools

Ownership
Name of the
available
tool/method/servic
e/report

It’s from the
company?

Brightidea, Inc.

Ideas4All

GLOBAL
IDEAS 4 ALL,
Sociedad
Limitada

Trial
version?

Integration
requirements

Y/N

Y/N, if yes,
how many
days?

Could be
installed on other
server? Link?
IFrame? APP?
Other?

No

No

N.D

Yes

N/A

Content and functionalities

Other FP
project?

The Brightidea
Innovation Suite

Free to
use?

A cloud-based, end-to-end innovation management solution
designed around the business processes of innovation. Packed with
social software features that drive continuous collaboration, the
suite delivers on what businesses need most- measurable financial
results.
Included in the Innovation Suite are Brightidea's WebStorm,
Switchboard and Pipeline solutions – extendable and scalable as
true enterprise offerings come. The Suite combines enhanced idea
collection functionality in WebStorm with proposal development in
Switchboard and agile social project management in Pipeline.
The largest ideas social network: the place where people with
ideas can share them and where people who need a solution can
find it by browsing through all shared ideas. A tool for companies
and institutions that makes the process of internal–or external–
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innovation easier and more democratic, picking up on the enormous
input clients, employees, or consumers and users, are capable of
contributing.

InnoCentive's
Challenge Platform

Spigit

Innocentive

Spigit

Enterprise innovation management system to enable
organizations to rapidly engage diverse innovation communities to
help them solve their most pressing problems. A innovation systemof-record for managing all needs, ideas, problems, Challenges,
problem Solver communities, and solutions within organizations of
all shapes and sizes

No

N/A

N.D

Enterprise innovation management. Spigit provides three core
services: internal employee innovation management through
collaboration and crowd-sourced feedback; external idea
management; and prediction markets for internal and external
crowd-sourced forecasting.

No

N/A

Software as a
service (SaaS)

Chaordix

The platform‟s architecture allows designing and configuring a
powerful, customized crowdsourcing environment that meets an
organization‟s unique needs today, yet provides the flexibility to
adapt and address emerging or growing crowdsourcing needs
throughout the organization tomorrow.

No

N/A

Integration with
Sharepoint,
Salesforce,
SAP, Facebook,
Flickr, Twitter

LaunchPad

Innovaro, Inc.

This software delivers a comprehensive innovation process, from
idea management through business modelling to accelerated
market entry for bottom line results, accelerating time-to-innovation
and time-to-bottom line results for a wide range of business sizes

No

N/A

N.D

OpenIDEO

OpenIDEO

It is an online platform for creative thinkers. After a challenge is
posted at OpenIDEO.com, the three development phases –
inspiration, conceptualizing, and evaluation – are put into motion

Yes

Yes

N.D

No

N/A

N.D

The Chaordix®
Crowdsourcing
Managed Services
Platform

The Inova suite is composed of 3 products:

Inova suite

Inova Software
Inc.




Explore: for technology scouting and managing internal
innovation processes
Partner: for evaluating of partnering leads & opportunities
and alliance management
Connect: for reaching out to partner and supplier
communities
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HYPE Innovation
Software

HYPE
Software
technik GmbH

This idea management software helps companies to engage
employees, clients and partners in innovation processes: Idea
Generation; Idea Evaluation; Reporting Suite

No

N/A

N.D

Yes

N/A

N.D

Osmosis is a project co-financed by FP7 with the objective to
foster the involvement of SMEs in the security technology
supply chain and to facilitate the collaboration between SMEs and
the key stakeholders in the European Security domain.
OSMOSIS offers support to the SMEs for their involvement in the
overall Security Market, through a set of services including:

OSMOSIS

Partnership
between ten
institutions in
the context of a
7FM project







Identification of untapped market potentials in the
technology security market supply chain
Liaison with large organisations to foster the involvement of
SMEs in the security technology supply chain, including the
involvement in joint R&D activities
The creation of a database of qualified SMEs that will
create “meta-clusters” where Large Enterprises could
identify partners for their engineering and/or R&D projects
Full support to SMEs to favour their involvement in the
security supply chain
Dissemination and networking events to create a
collaborative environment among key stakeholders.

Demo
available
and three
different
versions:

weWant2 is a collaboration platform that facilitates an
environment where everyone can solve his own problems and at the
same time help the others to innovate more.
weWant2 supports 5 different types of focused collaboration:
weWant2

SIGNATURE: The
European Security

InnAbler

Partnership
between eight
institutions (5







To collect information, insight or ideas
To discuss them
To build a solution or a deliverable
To evaluate and prioritize options or opportunities
To disseminate information and best practices

The network aims to address market failures in the security
sector, to break down existing barrier to cooperation in Europe, and
to increase Europe's security and global competitiveness by

No
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developing and integrating European security sector clusters.
Being part of the network provides access to:





2.

The European Security experts you need to build your
professional network;
Information about „actionable‟ business opportunities in the
European Security sector;
Valuable knowledge about market developments in the
European Security Sector;
Online tools that can help you collaborate with other likeminded Security Innovators across Europe

Collaboration Tools

Ownership
Name of the
available
tool/method/servic
e/report

It’s from the
company?

Trial
version?

Integration
requirements

Y/N

Y/N, if yes,
how many
days?

Could be
installed on other
server? Link?
IFrame? APP?
Other?

Content and functionalities

Other FP
project?

Unlimited mind maps (ideas sharing, project management, etc.)
Full sharing. 6 export format. Improved security. Unlimited access.
Support for 8x5 email.
MindMeister

Free to
use?

MeisterLabs
Unlimited mind maps. Multiple users. 8 export format. Share links.
Branding. Statistics and reports. Improved security. Unlimited
access. Support for 7x12 email.

Personal:
4,55€/month
per user
(Personal
projects)
Pro: 9,99
€/month per
user
(Personal
and with
teams)
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Unlimited mind maps. Multiple users. All export format. Share links.
Branding. Statistics and reports. Multiple admins. Midas Touch
invites Improved security. Unlimited access. Support for 24x7 email.

Yammer

Yammer, Inc.,
Microsoft‟s
Office Division

The most powerful enterprise social network, as easy to use as
great consumer software like Facebook and Twitter, but designed
for company collaboration, file sharing, knowledge exchange and
team efficiency. A single place for users to read and track
conversations, to share ideas, to participate in private discussions,
etc.
Professional collaboration 2.0 environment (enterprise social
network, extranet 2.0, etc.).
Small Business: 5 users, 1GB storage, user administrative console,
role-based access, document version history, external app
integrations, custom branding, encrypted storage & transfer, cloud.

Zyncro

Technology lab
of the Inspirit
Group.

Business: price per user/month, up to 500 users, unlimited space,
unlimited external users, unlimited departments, user administrative
console, role-based access, document version history, external app
integrations, custom branding, encrypted storage & transfer, sync
desktop files, domain users grouping, mobile app access, full-text
search, dedicated support, community management services, cloud.
Enterprise, for large organizations: unlimited users, unlimited
space, unlimited external users, unlimited departments, user
administrative console, role-based access, document version
history, external app integrations, custom branding, encrypted
storage & transfer, sync desktop files, domain users grouping,
mobile app access, full-text search, dedicated support, community
management services, advance dashboard, cloud, single sign-on
support, access to development environment (API), private cloud,
advance custom branding.

Evernote

Evernote
Corporation

Suite of software and services designed for note-taking and
archiving. A "note" can be a piece of formatted text, a full webpage
or webpage excerpt, a photograph, a voice memo, or a handwritten

Business:
14,99€/mont
h per user
(For teams
of over 10
users)

No.
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Apps available
for iPhone, iPad
and android

Budget
upon
request.
Mobile access.
LDAP & Active
Directory
Integration.
Budget
upon
request.

30 days
free trial
Mobile access.
LDAP & Active
Directory
Integration.
Corporate
System
Integration
(CMS, CRM,
ERP, BI)

Budget
upon
request.

5€/month
per user or
40€/year
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There is a
free
version,

Apps for iPhone,
iPad and
android

Inc.
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"ink" note. Notes can also have file attachments. Notes can be
per user
sorted into folders, tagged, annotated, edited, given comments,
searched and exported as part of a notebook. Online
synchronization and backup services. Image recognition, search in
PDF, etc.

limited in
functionalit
y

available

1-500 users
$12,000
Enterprise wiki software.

Confluence

Atlassian Inc.

Get the best people on the right tasks and produce better overall
results by letting everyone contribute. Create and assign them to
your co-workers right inside your Confluence pages. Perfect for
meeting action items, release checklists, and project plans. Capture
the tacit knowledge of your co-workers, often trapped in email, in
Confluence where it's never lost. Gliffy for creating diagrams, flow
charts, and org charts. Ad hoc Canvas for risk management, SWOT
analysis, etc.

501-2,000
users
$16,000
2,00110,000
users
$20,000

No free
trial
version

Apps for iPhone,
iPad and
android
available

10,000 +
users
$24,000

Box

Box Inc.

File sharing and Cloud content management service for
enterprise companies: secure transfer, secure storage, access
notifications, edit documents in the cloud, full text search, statistic
and tracking, desktop sync. role based access, version history, user
admin console, custom branding, group based access, bulk add/edit
users, reporting, activity notification archiving, dedicated support,
ECM cloud connect, single sign-on support, active directory groups,
mobile device.

Personal.
Free.

N/A

Business.11
€ / user /
month

14 day
trial

Company:
upon
request

N/A

Free, up to
18GB
Dropbox

Dropbox, Inc.

File hosting service operated that offers cloud storage, file
synchronization, and client software.

Pro: 100,
200, or 500
GB starting
at
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N/A

Online tool.
Mobile app.
Google apps
Integration. API

Online tool.
Mobile app.
Google apps
Integration
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$9.99/month
.
Teams:
plans start
at 1TB for 5
users,
centralized
billing and
admin tools.

Google Drive

Google Inc.

Delicious

AVOS
Systems

File sharing. Online storage. Sync with Google docs.

Social bookmarking web service for storing, sharing, and
discovering web bookmarks

25 GB 2,49USD.
100GB 4,99 USD.
200GB 9,99 USD.
400GB 19,99USD.
1TB 49,99USD.
2TB 99,99USD.
4TB 199,99USD.
8TB 399,99USD.
16TB 799,99.

N/A

Online tool

Free

Free

Online tool

Upon
request

30 day
free trial

Online tool and
mobile app

Google plus
Google Calendar
Google Apps

Google Inc.

Google Cloud Connect
Google Docs
Google Gmail
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Google Groups
Google Knol
Google Moderator
Google Panoramio
Google Reader
Google Sites
Google Talk
Google Video

Lync

Skype

Doodle

Mavenlink

Microsoft

Instant messaging for corporate environments. Group chat,
sharing files, personal profiles, video chat, etc.

Microsoft

Voice-over-Internet protocol service and software application, the
service allows users to communicate with peers by voice, video,
and instant messaging over the Internet.

Doodle AG

Mavelink

A free internet calendar tool for time management, and
coordinating meetings

A cloud-based team collaboration and project management
application, provides file sharing, document management, task
management, scheduling, milestone tracking, time tracking,
expense tracking, online invoicing, custom branding, security and
authorization control, and currency localization along with other

Upon
request

30 day
free trial

Used with
Microsoft Lync
Server or Lync
Online available
with Microsoft
Office 365 and
Live@Edu.

Skype
Premium:
6,99 €/
month

Free

Software and
app mobile

Standard

N/A

Premium
version, for
individuals,
business or
enterprises,
upon
request.

30 day
free trial

Upon
request

30 day
free trial
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Software and
app mobile

Apps for iPhone,
iPad and
android
available
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features. It uses 256-bit SSL encryption to provide security to users.
Mavenlink integrates with Google Apps and with PayPal and
QuickBooks.
30 members
$100/month

Asana

Asana

Collaborative task management application. Features:
workspaces, projects, personal projects, tasks, tags, notes,
comments and an inbox that organizes and updates information in
real-time. The product is designed to enable individuals and teams
to plan and manage their projects and tasks. Each team gets a
workspace. workspaces contain projects, and projects contain tasks

50 members
$300/month
75 members
$550/month

30 day
free trial

Online tool plus
mobile app,
email bridge and
API.

45-day
free trial

Online tool and
app

100
members
$800/month
Manage
unlimited
projects
150$/month.
100 GB for
file storage
Project management: all your projects, data, and people in one
place.
Basecamp

37 signals

Several projects, personal profile, unlimited users, SSL data
encryption, daily backups, calendar management, progress
management, discussion, upload profiles, email synchronization,
etc.

Manage up
to 100
projects at
once
100$/month.
40 GB for
file storage
Manage up
to 40
projects at
once
50$/month.
15 GB for
file storage
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Here are presented design specifications derived from innovation and collaborative tools:

#

IMM

Design Specification

CS

 Market place
D.S.1.01

Internal and external crowd-sourced market forecasting can be done through
innovation tools





D.S.1.02

The platform‟s architecture allows designing and configuring a powerful,
customized crowdsourcing environment that meets an organization‟s single needs





D.S.1.03

Innovation tools that make it easier technology scouting and managing internal
innovation processes





 Relational model
D.S.2.01

To engage diverse innovation communities to help them solve their most pressing
problems



 Incentive model



D.S.3.01

Set a reward for the solvers of a challenge

D.S.2.02

Get the best people on the right tasks and produce better overall results by letting
everyone contribute, as well as create and assign them to your co-workers is
easier with collaborative tools









 Coordination model
D.S.4.01

An agile social project management in Pipeline can be conducted to solve a
problem through an innovation tool

D.S.4.02

Processes of internal–or external–innovation can be done in an easier and more
democratic way through an innovation tool

D.S.4.03

In a corporate social network, there is a single place for users to read and track
conversations, to share ideas and to participate in private discussions

D.S.4.04

Collaborative tools can help to measure the innovation attitude of employees and
to establish rewarding mechanisms for promoters of innovation

D.S.4.05

Free-of-charge but access-restricted platform

 Innovation Management Model
Cooperation Strategy
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